Zimbabwe:
A Country to be Born Again
Oskar Wermter SJ
As Zimbabwe waits for the results of Saturday's elections to be
announced, Oskar Wermter SJ, a parish priest in Harare, writes
about his experience in the last years and this last weekend, about
what might happen next and what the country needs now.
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called “political” in Zimbabwe the rule of law no longer
applies. Politics is lawless. How will politicians and
their henchmen ever regain their humanity? How will
Zimbabwe ever return to unhu/ubuntu – traditional
African values meaning humanity, humaneness,
community, solidarity?
Traditional African leadership based on consensus was
corrupted by authoritarian colonial administrators; the
armed revolutionary struggle against the colonial
regime, now forever glorified in a cult of celebrating war
and violence, did not prepare us for a free and tolerant
society, or the ruthless command structure of a guerilla
army for participatory democracy. The old man has
mentally never left the trenches of that war (1972 –
1979), and he is still fighting the “colonial masters”,
Britain, the West, colonialism and imperialism, and
fellow African leaders see in him too the past hero of
the struggle for liberation from the colonial yoke, which
is why they forgive him even crimes against humanity,
for example the murder of 20,000 civilians in the war
against “dissidents” in Matabeleland in the mid-1980s.
Election day was peaceful. There was a polling station
in our school yard. People lined up in long queues. No
problem with discipline. Certain British habits have
become part of our local culture. I went there thinking I
might take a few pictures. But there were too many
police. They don’t like cameras. Paranoia about “spies”
is quite widespread among officials. So I left my camera
in my pocket.
A young fellow Jesuit, a teacher at the school, pulled his
camera out anyhow and started shooting. The police
pounced, and he was their guest for the night in an
overcrowded police cell. Father Provincial, our superior,
famous as a skilled negotiator with government, got
him out by Sunday lunchtime.
There was some concern that people would not have
enough time to fill in their four ballot papers, to vote for
the president, a member of parliament, senator and local
councillor. But less than 50% of voters turned up, I was
told. My own estimate was higher: every voter, having
cast his/her ballot paper, had to dip his/her finger in
some red indelible ink to prevent people from voting a
second time. Most of our parishioners at Mass
yesterday (Sunday) morning had “red fingers”.
The election officials were obliged to post the local
election result outside the polling station for all to see.

Our parishioners took a look on Sunday morning
before entering church for Mass. The results were the
same throughout: the opposition led with a clear
majority. The “ruling party” knew it had lost the urban
voters. And this time, for the first time, the rural voters
were sufficiently bitter and worn out by hunger and
destitution to opt for the opposition. Up till recently the
villages had been forbidden territory for the opposition
parties. The rural areas were simply a “One-PartyState”. Mugabe had long argued that “consensus
democracy” was the appropriate African form of
democracy. For a time people even believed it until they
realized it was just a disguise for his “One-ManDictatorship”.
The main opposition party has collated the results from
the polling station and is said to have won comfortably.
Now people wait for the official announcements and are
deeply suspicious that the figures may be cooked at the
“central command centre” of the Electoral Commission
which is not an independent body, but one appointed
by the president and main contender. Up to this
moment figures have only been released for the
parliamentary elections. But the votes for the president
are crucial. According to the present constitution he has
such wide powers, he can rule, by-passing parliament,
and has done so often enough, especially spending lots
of money not budgeted for, which explains our
astronomical inflation.
The end is near. Whether the breakthrough comes now
or later in the year, time is up. But a change of
government is only a first step. This country has to be
rebuilt completely. It has to be reborn. We need to look
truth in the eye once more, after so much false
propaganda, deception and fraud. We need
reconciliation, after so much hatred, murder and
violence, so many wounds, so much bitterness. The rule
of law has to be reestablished. We need a new
constitution with separation of powers to prevent
absolute power to be placed in the hands of one man.
We need a government that respects even the citizens
opposed to it and is committed to the welfare of all, not
only of their own party supporters, as in the past semifeudal state which is now collapsing. Zimbabwe needs
to be reborn.
Fr Oskar Wermter SJ is Parish Priest of Mbare, Harare, and
Director of Jesuit Communications in Zimbabwe.
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